Coupling strength in taper-coupled microbottle resonators can be tuned by offsetting the taper along the resonator profile, similar to controlling the air-gap in microsphere excitation, and hence, achieve desired coupling characteristics for a specific mode. Such flexibility makes microbottles attractive and adaptable laser cavities. In this paper, lasing characteristics of Yb 3+ -doped microbottle laser (MBL) coupled to tapered fiber are theoretically investigated. It is demonstrated that desired lasing characteristics for a particular mode are achievable by controlling the taper-resonator coupling, intrinsic quality factor (Q) and dopant concentration. Although, high Q whispering gallery cavities provide high internal powers, which is favorable especially for low gain materials, they lack high output powers. Hence, care should be taken in designing MBLs to attain the highest possible output power. Here, we address such issues, and optimized the required resonator parameters (for both pump and signal) for a low threshold pump power, high efficiency and desired lasing wavelength.
Introduction
Owing to their high quality factor (Q), and small mode volumes (V), Whispering Gallery Mode (WGM) microresonators have been widely recognized as robust micron-scale devices, which can sustain high internal optical powers. This property is highly beneficial in applications where efficient light-matter interactions are required such as nonlinear optics [1] [2] [3] , Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics (CQED) [4, 5] and lasers [6] [7] [8] [9] . Devices based on nonlinear phenomena such as continuously-pumped Kerr frequency combs, Brillouin and Raman lasers are implemented with ultra-high Q WGM resonators. In addition, several studies have been reported on the development of integrated and fiber-based rare-earth doped microlasers [10] [11] [12] [13] , which shows the versatility of such compact devices.
WGM microresonators have played an essential role across the field of photonics, and as new low loss materials emerge, these devices are employed for light generation not only in the conventional telecom wavelengths, but also further into the mid-IR [14, 15] . Among various configurations proposed recently, a new type of microresonator called Microbottle Resonators (MBRs) show great prospects for sensing, telecom, lasing and CQED applications [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Due to their prolate spheroid, quasi-harmonic oscillator profile, the supported axial modes in the same radial order family show broken frequency degeneracy, in contrast with microsphere resonators. This property of MBRs can be proven advantageous in CQED applications where the interaction of atoms with single optical mode at a single frequency is desired. The availability of large number of WGMs with broken degeneracy, showing a plurality of resonant frequencies, can also prove beneficial in MBR laser applications. Therefore, understanding the lasing characteristics of MBRs is important given the broad range of possible applications. High quality MBRs are based on fibers [17] [18] [19] [20] , and development of high performance MBR microlasers can benefit from the well-developed Ytterbium-and Erbium-doped fiber amplifier and laser technology [23, 24] . Hence, combination of such rare-earth dopants with high Q WGM resonators opens up a platform formicroresonators. Hence, MBRs are potentially excellent laser cavities for spatial engineering of the pump mode intensity. Recently, an elegant idea based on interference pattern pumping was demonstrated to significantly reduce the number of lasing modes in polymeric bottles of less than 10μm diameter [25] . However, this method is based on free-space pumping, and is not applicable to taper-fiber-coupled resonators. Tapered fibers are found to be the most efficient and convenient means of in-and out-coupling for WGM resonators, especially those made from standard silica fibers due to easy fabrication and similar optical specifications [26] [27] [28] . In [29] , a Rhodamine-B-doped SU-8 polymer MBL is experimentally demonstrated to exhibit various groups of WGMs lasing at 630nm band, when excitation tapered fiber is translated along the MBL axial length. The authors qualitatively relate excitation/collection of a specific (pump or signal) WGM to relative spatial position of the taper and turning point of that WGM. Such analyses are satisfactory when all the WGMs are always operating under only one coupling regime (under-, over-or critical-coupling) regardless of taper position. This is presumably true in this case where due to large index difference between the silica taper (n ~1.45, diameter ~1μm) and resonator (n ~1.6), fiber mode and WGMs are highly phasemismatched resulting in under-coupling (higher out-coupling Q than intrinsic Q). Thus, the dominant excited/collected WGM can be simply selected by placing the taper close to WGM turning point where the modal overlap is maximum.
Recently we have experimentally demonstrated modal-selectivity and spectral-cleaning in silica Yb 3+ -doped MBLs coupled to tapered fibers [30, 31] showing abnormal lasing behavior compared to [29] by altering the position of the coupled fiber. The characteristics of each lasing line depend highly on the regime under which pump and signal WGMs operate. For a given taper fiber and MBL, this is determined by cavity dopant concentration, intrinsic losses, operating pump and signal wavelengths and coupling condition. Similar dependence has been experimentally observed in fiber-coupled Erbium-doped silica microspheres [32] and polymeric Rhodamie-6G-doped MBRs [33] .
Despite the promising potential of bottle resonators and increasing interest in MBLs, there has been no unified theoretical explanation of MBL characteristics incorporating all the aforementioned parameters. In this paper, following the approach presented in [34] for Erbium-implanted microtoroids, we develop a model to analyze the behavior of Yb-doped microresonators using the well-known theory of quasi-three-level laser systems, which is used frequently in fiber amplifiers and lasers. Then, the developed model is employed to analyze the tapered fiber-coupled MBR lasers.
In section 2, the upper-state population inversion in a general microcavity is given in terms of the Giles parameters [35] and the cavity Q factors. In section 3, the lasing condition (threshold condition) as a function of the signal Q's is derived. The minimum condition for lasing as function of intrinsic Q's, dopant concentration and signal wavelengths is studied, and the relations of the internal signal and pump powers, threshold input pump power and lasing slope efficiency, for a tapered fiber-coupled general WGM resonator are derived. The analysis in sections 2 and 3 is general, and applies to any pump/signal WGM combination of any WGM resonator. In section 4, the developed theory is employed to analyze lasing of the fundamental pump and signal modes of a typical MBR laser. Such analyses include the effects of fiber-resonator coupling condition, intrinsic Q of both pump and signal modes, dopant concentration and the signal wavelength on the laser performance. Section 5 summarizes the results and concludes. Figure 1 (b) also plots the maximum normalized inversion as a function of wavelength. It is shown that at 976nm pump wavelength where the maximum absorption of Yb 3+ happens, the normalized upper-state population cannot exceed 50%, since the absorption and emission cross-sections are identical at this wavelength. In order to achieve inversions greater than 50%, the pump wavelength should be shifted to the ~920nm band where the absorption is less than the one at 976nm, but the emission is very low. We later use such relation in order to relate the cavity losses and the required pumping wavelength.
Gain and loss in
In a generic passive microcavity, the optical losses will be mainly due to either intrinsic losses including absorption from material impurities, Rayleigh scattering, surface inhomogeneity scattering, radiation losses caused by the device curvature, or the extrinsic losses induced by the out-coupling mechanism. On the other hand, in the case of doped cavities, the effects of dopant absorption and emission should be considered in order to determine the total losses of both pump and signal. For this purpose, let us consider the time evolution of the signal mode, a s , with effective refractive index of n s inside the active cavity as da s /dt = (1/τ 0(s) + 1/τ ext(s) ) a s + (c/n s )g s a s , where c, τ 0(s) and τ ext(s) are the speed of light, the decay rates of signal power due to intrinsic losses and out-coupling, respectively [34] . At steady state (da s /dt = 0), the above equation reduces to g s = (1/τ 0(s) + 1/τ ext(s) ) (n s /c). Critical for the MBL performance are the intrinsic and external (or loaded) Q factors, defined as 
Equation (1) 
where ( , ) , and (b) external signal Q ext(s) and dopant concentration N T for intrinsic Q 0(s) = 10 6 . The signal wavelength is λ s = 1068nm. As expected from Eq. (1), the results in Fig. 2 (a) demonstrate that the normalized upper-state threshold population is symmetric about the Q 0(s) = Q ext(s) line, since the total
as the minimum intrinsic (extrinsic) Q of signal required for lasing obtained when The normalized upper-state threshold population also depends on the absolute dopant concentration. As depicted in Fig. 2(b) , for given intrinsic losses (fixed Q 0(s) ), lasing is possible at lower external Q's (Q ext(s) < Q 0(s) -stronger signal out-coupling), with increased dopant concentration. For Q ext(s) > Q 0(s) , on the other hand, the behavior is dominated by Q 0(s) , and the required dopant concentration is fixed. This dopant concentration lower bound
. This corresponds to a free-standing microcavity with negligible external out-coupling signal, primarily due to surface scattering.
At very high total Q and/or high dopant concentration, as Eq. (1) indicates, the minimum required normalized upper-state threshold population inversion converges asymptotically to It should be noted that Eq. (2) is dependent on both pump and signal wavelengths through the emission and absorption cross-section spectra, and can be used to explore further the inter-relation between microcavity Q factors, dopant concentration and pump/signal wavelengths. Using Eq. (2), the required intrinsic Q to achieve lasing for signal at critical coupling condition becomes
Q as a function of dopant concentration and signal wavelength for pump wavelength λ p = 976nm. The results show that at shorter signal wavelengths (i.e. 1030nm), due to high gain value, the minimum ( ) crit s Q required for lasing is smaller than the one at longer wavelengths. This implies that, in order to have lasing at longer wavelengths, the cavity quality factor should be improved by lowering the intrinsic losses. Figure 3 is important from the experimental perspective, since it provides a quick criterion for choosing the suitable cavity design in order to achieve lasing at a desired wavelength.
Pump and signal powers, lasing threshold and efficiency
We consider a tapered fiber coupled microbottle resonator configuration as illustrated in Fig.  4(a) , as an example of a WGM cavity (to be considered explicitly in section 4). Input pump mode is coupled into the resonator from one side of the tapered fiber, and pump and signal WGMs are excited inside the resonator. The excited pump and generated signal modes are coupled out into the tapered fiber due to the evanescent field overlap and photon tunneling between the resonator and the fiber modes. It should be noted that due to multi-directional emission of Yb 3+ , in reality, both forward and backward signal WGMs are excited, and coupled out into the tapered fiber. Following the transfer matrix method developed in [37, 38] , the intra-cavity pump WGM power, ( ) ij S κ is calculated from the overlap integrals at minimum fiber-resonator air-gap of S 0 , and β i(j) denotes the propagation constant, with i, j = f, c corresponding to either fiber or cavity modes. R 0 and r f are the microbottle center and fiber radii, respectively, and
in which k is the free space wave-number, and n 0 denotes the index of the cladding. K 0 and K 1 are modified Bessel functions of the second kind. Considering the special case where only a single pump and single signal mode propagate inside the cavity, and using the rate equations of the upper-state population inversion [34, 40] 
where ν p (ν s ) and V p (V s ) are frequency and mode volume (as defined in [41] ) of pump (signal) WGM, respectively. Yb τ is the relaxation rate of Yb ions from the upper-state to ground state.
It is important to realize that Eq. (4) evaluates the internal signal power in terms of the pump power and the normalized upper-state threshold population level at a given wavelength. Subsequently, the output signal power P s is the amount of its intra-cavity power which couples out of the cavity, i.e. 
From Eqs. (3) and (4), the slope efficiency can be obtained, by definition, from the ratio of the increase in output signal power to the one of the input pump power, as ( 
Noted that, given the coupling condition and cavity parameters such relations are generally applicable to any type of fiber-coupled Yb 3+ -doped WGM microcavity (e.g. microsphere, microcylinder, etc). The coupling coefficients can be tuned to achieve the desired lasing characteristics through various mechanisms depending on the cavity-taper arrangement such as air-gap in microtoroids [34] and axial offset in microbottles [30] or a combination of both.
Analysis of Yb

3+ -doped microbottle resonator lasers
We consider the system of microbottle resonator coupled to a tapered fiber schematically shown in Fig. 4 . Unlike perfect microsphere cavities where different axial (angular) modes having the same radial order are frequency degenerate, microbottle resonators exhibit broken frequency degeneracy for all the families of axial modes having a fixed radial order. Figure  5 (a) shows the intensity profile of the first five axial modes with radial order of one for a typical microbottle resonator at λ s = 1070 ± 2nm signal wavelength band. The dimensions of the microbottle resonator are as illustrated in Fig. 5(b) , where Δk along with the maximum radius define the profile of the MBR [16] . The modal field profiles of the resonator, used for the modal volume and coupling coefficient calculations, are calculated using a general Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) [42] . WGMs in MBRs are characterized by their azimuthal (m), radial (p) and axial (q) mode numbers [17] .
In contrast with (quasi) perfect microspheres, where fundamental modal excitation is entirely controlled by varying fiber-resonator air-gap (S 0 ), microbottle resonators offer increased degrees of freedom for controlling modal excitation. Due to their prolate spheroid quasi-harmonic profile, it is possible to couple in various orders of WGMs by axially translating the tapered fiber along the tapered surface of the resonator, even when the tapered fiber is in contact with the resonator surface (S 0 = 0). In this case, the optical system can be simplified and much more robust compared to the case with the freely floating tapered fiber.
The external Q factor of the pump and signal are given in terms of the coupling coefficient
where WGM m is the azimuthal mode number of the corresponding WGM. For a given WGM, it can, therefore, be controlled by translating the tapered fiber along the microbottle surface and varying the coupling coefficient fc κ . It should be mentioned, however, that translation of the tapered fiber will result in excitation of higher order WGMs, which we ignore in this study. Fundamental pump and signal mode excitation only, on the other hand, can be achieved in MBRs with cleaned-up spectrum [17, 43, 44] . Figure 6 (a) plots the calculated external Q factors ( ext Q ) of both pump and signal fundamental modes as a function of the taper offset from the resonator center. The pump wavelength is chosen to be at 976nm corresponding to maximum absorption of Yb 3+ , and the signal wavelength is ~1068nm. The external Q factor of pump and signal modes follow closely the shape of the mode profile along the resonator axis. The physical contact between MBR and tapered fiber leads to WGM over-coupling. As a consequence, the pump ext Q is slightly higher than the signal one, since the mode size at the pump wavelength is smaller, which decreases the strength of the evanescent WGM field coupling.
Effects of intrinsic modal Q factors on MBL characteristics
Internal pump and signal powers are important parameters, as they largely define the pump lasing threshold and other nonlinear effects (such as Raman gain) [30] , and they are plotted in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), respectively. For fixed input pump power, the internal pump power depends on 2 thr N (through l p -see Eq. (3) and Fig. 2(a) ). For a fixed signal intrinsic Q 0(s) factor the internal pump power depends on 2 ( ) cf p κ , and therefore, decreases with the tapered fiber offset from the center. The maximum internal pump power is achieved for a tapered fiber offset of ~14µm. As shown in Fig. 6(a) , this offset corresponds to a signal external Q of ~5 × 10 5 (see Fig. 6(a) ), which as shown in Fig. 2(a) Fig. 6(c) ), on the other hand, in addition to 2 thr N depends explicitly on the internal pump power. The output signal power, depends on the internal signal power and the out-coupling coefficient 2 (s) fc κ , and therefore, decreases sharply with the tapered fiber offset from the center (see Fig. 6(d) ). As a result, substantial internal signal power can exist despite the negligibly small observed output power. The threshold pump power is below 0.01mW throughout the parameter space, and the maximum efficiency is ~22%. An important parameter in determining the MBL characteristics is the intrinsic Q factor of the pump mode. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) plot the internal and output signal powers, respectively, for the case of reduced intrinsic pump Q factor of Q 0(p) = 10 5 , for input pump power of 1mW. The maximum output power is obtained for a tapered fiber offset of ~14μm and Q 0(s) > 5 × 10 6 . It is also shown that the output signal power varies non-monotonically with the tapered fiber offset. If we consider the translated tapered fiber as an output coupler of variable strength, this behavior is similar to the Rigrod optimization observed in standard lasers [45] . When compared to Q 0(p) = 10 6 (see Fig. 6 ) the overall maximum efficiency is dropped from 22% to ~3%.
Effects of dopant concentration on MBLs
Another important factor in designing microcavity lasers is the concentration of the active dopant in the host material, which is determined largely by the fabrication process. The bulk material gain (g) and absorption (l), given by the Giles parameters, are directly proportional to the total dopant concentration. Hence, the level of the upper-state population inversion can be significantly altered by the dopant concentration. The total passive Q of the fundamental pump and signal WGM corresponding to the MBL of Fig. 5 Fig. 8(a) . For the sake of simplicity, the intrinsic Q of both signal and pump are assumed to be identical, and equal to 10 6 . Figures  8(b)-8(d) plot the internal pump, internal signal and output signal power, respectively, in terms of the Yb 3+ concentration and the tapered fiber offset from the MBL center. The white region in the plots correspond to the "no lasing regime", where as previously discussed, the total losses (internal + out-coupling) on the signal mode are large, and prohibit lasing. Figure  8 (a) plots the internal pump power as a function of tapered fiber offset and dopant concentration. As in Figure 6 (b), for fixed input pump power, the internal pump power depends on 2 thr N (through l p -see Eq. (3) and Fig. 2(b) ). For a fixed signal intrinsic Q 0(s) factor the internal pump power depends on (4)). It is shown that the maximum internal signal power (~45mW) occurs for tapered fiber offsets of ~14μm and dopant concentration of ~10 26 m −3 . However, as shown in Fig. 8(d) , the highest output power, and therefore, the overall efficiency (~50%) occurs for small tapered fiber offsets (<5μm) and dopant concentration of >3 × 10
. This is due to the fact that the output signal power depends on the internal signal power, and also the out-coupling coefficient 2 ( ) fc s κ , and therefore, decreases sharply with the tapered fiber offset from the center. Again, as a result, substantial internal signal power can exist despite the negligibly small observed output power. The threshold pump power, as calculated by Eq. (5), is below 0.01mW throughout the parameter space, and the maximum efficiency is ~50%. It should be mentioned that cooperative up-conversion due to ion pairing (which happens in highly doped fibers) are not considered here, in order to keep the analysis simple. Concentration quenching could be easily taken into account in a simplified manner through the lifetime shortening of Yb ions.
Furthermore, as previously discussed, the minimum dopant concentration to achieve lasing is highly dependent on the value of the modal intrinsic Q's. Figure 9 plots the same MBL characteristics as in Fig. 8 , for reduced intrinsic Q of both the signal and pump fundamental modes of 10 5 . In this case the maximum achievable internal pump and signal powers are significantly decreased owing to the higher intrinsic losses. The maximum achievable efficiency cannot exceed ~40% at the optimum N T -offset combination. 
Lasing conditions as a function of lasing wavelength
In this section, we investigate the required conditions in order to achieve lasing in a MBL at different signal wavelength for the fundamental pump and signal WGMs. From Eqs. (1)- (6), it is realized that for a given optical arrangement the MBL performance depends also on Giles parameters s α and s g * , which in turn are functions of wavelength (see Fig. 1(a) ).
As the signal wavelength increases, the corresponding mode size increases monotonically. The effective mode volume increases in a linear fashion with respect to wavelength. On the other hand, the out-coupling efficiency which is a function of mode size, increases monotonically with wavelength. This is important since the external Q factor is determined by the coupling coefficient, which in turn affects the required normalized upper-state threshold population 2 thr N level, and hence, the signal gain. Figure 10 shows the variation of the Q ext(s) as a function of wavelength and tapered fiber offset. Figures 11(a)-11(c) show the internal pump, internal signal and output signal powers, respectively, as a function of signal wavelength and tapered fiber offset from the resonator center, for 1mW input pump power. The intrinsic Q's of both signal and pump are assumed to be 10 6 and the dopant concentration is fixed at 1.16 × 10 26 m −3 . No lasing is observed for offsets smaller than ~12μm and signal wavelength longer than ~1150mn, primarily due to excessive signal out-coupling. For the given conditions, the maximum internal signal power happens around 1060nm, while the output signal power occurs at ~1030nm, as shown in Fig.  11(c) . Depending on the tapered fiber offset, lasing is restricted in the 1030-1080nm wavelength range, although with efficiency varying from ~30% to <5%.
One way to expand lasing to longer wavelengths is improving the intrinsic Q of the pump and signal WGMs. This can be experimentally achieved by further thermal-polishing of the resonator surface, or controlling the purity of the host material during the fabrication. Figure  12 shows the lasing efficiency, for fundamental pump and signal MBL WGM excitation only, at various intrinsic Q's. Such results illustrate two different phenomena: 1) for the given dopant concentration, no lasing is possible for offsets below ~11µm (this offset is set by the value of the external Q factors), and 2) lasing at longer wavelengths is possible if and only if for given dopant concentration the intrinsic losses are lowered. It should also be noted that the maximum achievable lasing slope efficiency is significantly increased with higher intrinsic Q's. For instance, the maximum slope efficiency from 2% at intrinsic Q of 2 × 10 5 increases to ~50% at Q of 5 × 10 7 . As we have seen previously, altering the intrinsic pump and signal Q factor extends the lasing spectrum to longer wavelengths, where due to low signal absorption and small modal overlap the total Q of the signal is high, and the threshold pump power is low. Finally, as previously discussed, the overall lasing characteristics can be further controlled through the level of active dopant concentration. The lasing efficiency of the MBL for fundamental pump and signal mode excitation with intrinsic Q factors of 10 6 are plotted in Fig. 13 for various dopant concentrations. The minimum taper offset in order to achieve lasing for the fundamental modes, can be decreased by increasing the dopant concentration. At very small offsets, due to over-coupling of the tapered fiber to the signal and pump modes, the upper-state population is very low for low concentrations (Figs. 13(a) and 13(b)) as no lasing is possible. As the dopant concentration increases the population inversion at fixed offsets increases, which in turn increases the total signal gain. Hence, at higher dopant concentrations lasing becomes possible at shorter wavelengths (i.e. ~1030nm), and as the concentration is further increased, the lasing possibility for longer wavelengths increases even at smaller offsets. The results presented so far are obviously dependent on the order of pump and signal WGMs determining the offset-dependent coupling coefficients, as well as, the effective mode volumes. Exploring such effects on the lasing condition for higher order modes, which naturally exist in MBLs, along with experimental studies, will be the subject of future publication. On the other hand, the taper-resonator air-gap can be alternatively exploited to tune the external Q's. Note that, the coupling coefficients for all orders of WGMs diminish exponentially in the radial direction as the air-gap increases. Thus, depending on the cavity and mode parameters the coupling condition can transition from over-coupling for very small air-gaps to critical-coupling, and then under-coupling, which can result in no lasing, maximum efficiency and gradual efficiency reduction, respectively. Such effects are shown in [34] for Erbium-doped silica microtoroids, and are similar to taper translation along the MBR for the "fundamental modes". Note that, for very high order radial and/or axial modes, the coupling may always operate in under-coupling regime due to very small modal overlap regardless of the taper air-gap and axial offset.
Summary and conclusions
In this paper, the performance of fiber-coupled Yb 3+ -doped MBLs is studied. Using the threshold condition in microcavity lasers, the required inversion level in order to achieve lasing is obtained in terms of signal losses and the Giles parameters. Results show that the minimum upper-state population inversion to achieve lasing for a particular signal mode is determined by the losses (intrinsic and extrinsic) on the signal mode as well as dopant concentration.
Due to the prolate spheroid quasi-harmonic profile of MBRs, it is possible to achieve efficient coupling to a specific mode by translating the tapered fiber along the resonator length. This method provides an accurate and mechanically stable way to couple to desired WGMs. Having this in mind, the derived relations are then employed to analyze the lasing characteristics of the fundamental pump and signal modes of typical MBLs for different coupling conditions. Results show that, for the fundamental pump and signal modes and given dopant concentration, at very small taper offsets from the resonator center, the threshold is very high, due to the large cavity loading by the taper. Owing to the complex dependence of the internal signal powers on the normalized upper-state population and internal pump power, the maximum output signal power depends, in a convoluted manner, on the internal signal power and signal out-coupling strength. This results in optimum output signal power conditions which can be different to maximum internal power conditions. This is important in cases where excessive internal power results in enhanced nonlinear effects, such as SRS and FWM [30] .
On the other hand, the dopant concentration plays an important role in determining the gain and absorption of pump and signal modes, and thus, changing the required lasing conditions. As the Yb 3+ concentration increases the total Q of pump mode decreases due to higher degree of absorption. By increasing the taper offset from the resonator center, the internal pump power increases due to lower loading losses, until the under-coupling regime is reached, which decreases the internal pump power, and results in lower inversion. Therefore, the maximum internal signal power happens under conditions of high internal pump and low tapered fiber loading. For increased dopant concentrations the maximum output signal happens with the tapered fiber close to the MBL center where the signal out-coupling coefficient is highest.
Finally, the results show that it is more likely to achieve lasing at longer wavelengths if the tapered fiber offset from the center is increased. In contrast, lasing at shorter wavelengths (i.e. ~1030nm) becomes possible with small taper offsets. Lasing at longer wavelengths is possible if, either for fixed dopant concentration, the intrinsic losses are lowered, or alternatively, the dopant concentration is increased. Such combination should be considered to obtain enough inversion, and therefore, broaden the possible lasing spectra, owing to the low gain of Yb dopants at long wavelengths.
The results of this work, although focused to the special case of fundamental pump and signal WGMs, provide extremely useful insights in order to understand the lasing characteristics of MBLs, as well as, identify important design parameters for efficient microlaser operation.
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